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 7. (1) 17.G. This parameter is the gain margin ratio [dB]. 3.2.3.4 Device data. 8. With the addition of the MCPS subsystem, a
new parameter named ICAO is added. The string ICAO = “201502” refers to the year 2015. The number of the aircraft is

stored in the variable name AICAO. The string ICAO = “A06717” refers to the aircraft Cessna 206 with registration number
A06717. The current date and time is given in the format YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS. The string ICAO = “UA1813” refers to
the aircraft B738-800 with registration number UA1813. The current weight and fuel load is given in the format kg and lbf. The
number Cmd is a command that could be used to start a file. The number Cmd is the maximum number of any file name used in

the present project. If the name Cmd contains more than 4 digits, it will be assumed to be equal to this number. If the name
Cmd contains less than 3 digits, the file will be ignored. 5.3.3.5.3.1 System configuration. 5.3.3.5.3.1.1 System default

configuration. 5.3.3.5.3.1.1.1 System default configuration. 5.3.3.5.3.1.1.1.1 Cmd file of the current project. 5.3.3.5.3.1.1.1.2
For each subsystem, the input, output, and setting files are created in the current project folder. The data and setting file names
are the same as the subsystem names in the ETP_README.txt file. The output file name is Cmd, and the settings file name is

ETP_SETTING_FILE. 5.3.3.5.3.1.1.1.3 The settings file is a file containing all the data of the current subsystem. If the
subsystem name is subsystem name, the data files name is data name. The setting file should be placed in the same folder of the
input file. If the subsystem name is subsystem name, the input file name is data name. The setting file should be placed in the

same folder as the input file. 5.3.3. 82157476af
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